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Fabricated Samples
Multilayer samples
The schematic images of the fabricated three different multilayer samples are shown in Fig.S1 . Sample 1 (reference): DCM dye mixed PMMA layer (100 nm) on a TiO 2 (10 nm)/glass substrate, sample 2 (control): DCM dye mixed PMMA layer (100 nm) on a TiO 2 (10 nm)/Au (16 nm)/TiO 2 (32 nm)/glass substrate, sample 3 (HMM): DCM dye mixed PMMA layer (100 nm) on a TiO 2 (10 nm)/HMM/glass substrate. 
Experiments
Steady state and time-resolved photoluminescence measurements Figure S3 shows the fluorescent emission spectrum of DCM dye mixed PMMA layer on a glass substrate. The maximum emission wavelength is observed at 620 nm for an excitation wavelength of 450 nm.
4 Figure S3 Emission spectrum of DCM dye mixed PMMA layer on a glass substrate Time-resolved photoluminescence measurements are carried out to obtain the lifetimes of dye on multilayer samples. Figure S4 shows the obtained time decay curves for HMM, control and reference. In order to obtain the lifetime, the data are fitted using, 
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The coupling of dye emission into the metamaterial states is confirmed using steady-state photoluminescence measurements. According to Fig. S5 , there is a reduction in photoluminescence intensity from the HMM and this large reduction is due to the preferential emission into high-k metamaterial modes 12 .
Figure S5 Steady-state Photoluminescence measurements of dye on multilayer samples (HMM, control and reference).
Reflection and transmission measurements
The transmission measurement of diffraction grating samples at normal incidence are carried out and shown in Fig the number of bilayer is increased from 4 to 6 (hypergrating). This is due to the large optical loss of Au at higher wavelengths. In order to further support our results, we performed transmission (at normal incidence) and reflection (at oblique incidence) measurements of multilayer (without spacer and PMMA layer) samples (Fig.S7 ). We could not observe any reflection minima and transmission maxima for the multilayer samples, which strongly 6 support our findings that the existence of both surface and bulk plasmon modes in hypergrating.
The reflection spectra of hypergrating for different incident angles are shown in Fig.   S8 . A blue shift in reflectance minima are observed for both surface and bulk plasmon modes when the incident angle is increased. Figure S9 shows the reflectance spectra of hypergrating for three bulk plasmon bands. The decrease in resonance angle is observed when the excitation wavelength is increased in three bulk plasmon bands that show the increase in modal indices of bulk modes with increase of excitation wavelength. 
Modal indices of SPP modes
The experimentally calculated modal indices of SPP modes are shown in Table 1 . It shows that the modal index increases when the wavelength is increased from 350 nm to 400 nm. The modal index of SPP mode is given by,
The calculated modal index of SPP using the above equation is shown in 
Modal indices of BPP modes
The experimentally calculated modal indices of BPP modes for three plasmon bands (650 nm to 750 nm, 1000 nm to1100 nm and 2000 nm to 2100 nm) are shown in Table 2 . At shorter wavelength bands (650nm to 750 nm and 1000 nm to 1100 nm), modal index decreases with increasing wavelength. However, modal index slightly increases with increasing wavelength at higher wavelength band (2000 nm to 2100 nm). From the above modal index analysis, we understood that the modal index of BPP modes increases when the wavelength range of the band is increased. Therefore, we consider first band (650 nm to 700 nm) as fundamental modes and other two bands as higher order modes.
i. e 1000 nm to1100 nm band is 1 st order modes and 2000 nm to 2100 nm band is 2 nd order modes.
Numerical simulations
Effective medium theory (EMT)
Since the designed HMM belongs to effective medium approximations, we used effective medium theory to simulate the dielectric permittivity. HMM is an anisotropic medium with uniaxial dielectric tensor components, ll yy xx
